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MANAGER 
RESEARCH

Independent, specialist 
and dedicated manager 
research team with extensive 
practitioner experience.

Benefits from economies of scale 
and access to niche strategies.

Coverage of all public and 
private market classes: Focused 
on finding the best talent and 
opportunities, globally.
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STAGE 1: SCREENING STAGE 2: SELECTION STAGE 3: MONITORING

Business Alignment Information Advantage Business Ownership

Commitment to Product Screening Advantage Client Dependency

AUM Decision-making Advantage  Resourcing

Team Conviction Advantage Culture Change

Transparency Self-awareness Advantage Key Persons

Capacity Available Teamwork & Diversity Advantage Complexity

Fee Level and Structure Risk Management Advantage Process Drift

Portfolio Analysis ESG Advantage Capacity Management

Performance & Risk Analysis Execution Advantage Operational Controls

Product Appropriateness Business Advantage Risk Culture

Our process begins with using eVestment to 
determine the manager universe. We then distribute 
an RFP-style questionnaire to all managers that 
have passed the screening process and, using their 
responses, we rule out inappropriate managers based 
on 10 key criteria.

We select managers based on their ability to 
demonstrate a competitive advantage in each of 10 
key categories. We also pay particular attention to 
individual investors’ portfolio-level constraints when 
recommending fund managers or products to them. 

We have developed a communication system called  
‘Red Radar’ to highlight key risks for any Preferred 
manager from the outset. We think of these as specific 
early warning signals for each manager that should 
be known to clients and monitored, to assist decision-
making around the removal of managers.

OUR MANAGER RESEARCH  
& SELECTION PROCESS
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PROCESS IN PRACTICE

Desk-based 
due diligence

c.2hr on site 
research 
meeting

Preferred list research – 4-6 weeks

Ongoing monitoring – 18-24 months

Refresh preferred list research – 4-6 weeks

“Squad” 
meeting 

for internal 
challenge

Monitoring calls/meetings with the manager and client reporting

ISC meeting 
for final 
approval

STAGE 1: SCREENING STAGE 2: SELECTION

STAGE 3: MONITORING

Manager Research Process Timeline
RedRadars & Downgrades

STAGE 3: MONITORING

Business Ownership

Client Dependency

 Resourcing

Culture Change

Key Persons

Complexity

Process Drift

Capacity Management

Operational Controls

Risk CultureSTAGE 1: SCREENING STAGE 2: SELECTION



HOW WE RATE FUND MANAGERS
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PREFERRED
Our highest rating. We award just a handful of managers with this 
designation in a given asset class to express our conviction that they are 
significantly better than their peers on the most relevant metrics. 

SATISFACTORY
We are content for a client to maintain exposure, but do not believe this 
manager to be of significantly above average skill. 

NOT SELECTED 

REMOVE 
A manager we have assessed and deemed to be below the standard 
required for our clients.

NOT RESEARCHED
A manager we have not yet assessed. 

SUSPENDED
The fund is currently under review after significant change to the 
manager, firm or process
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Sustainability and impact investing sits at the heart of our research

More Contractual

Less Contractual

LiquidIlliquid

Illiquid Credit

7 Prefererred Lists

21 Prefererred Managers

Liquid and  
Semi-Liquid Credit

16 Prefererred Lists

56 Prefererred Managers

Liquid Market 
Strategies

25 Prefererred Lists

51 Prefererred Managers

Illiquid Market 
Strategies

79 Prefererred Lists

14 Prefererred Managers

MANAGER RESEARCH
Asset Class coverage
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50

North 
America

38
U.K.

13
Europe

1
Africa

5
Asia-Pacific

San Francisco
Montreal
Chicago
Los Angeles
Atlanta
Minneapolis
Boston
Miami
Philadelphia
Connecticut
New Jersey
New York

Bermuda
Edinburgh
Cambridge
Amersham
Henley
London
Oslo
Kolding
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
Geneva
Munich

The Hague
Milan
Tokyo
Hong Kong
Shanghai
Sandton
Sydney
Melbourne

MANAGER RESEARCH
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INTERNAL AND 
EXTERNAL TOOLS 
THAT SUPPORT OUR 
RESEARCH PROCESS

ADA Research is our in-house 
database of investment managers, 
where we store our qualitative views 
and relevant data on all strategies 
we recommend to clients.  

For research purposes we use 
eVestment, Financial Express and 
Prequin databases, along with ideas 
drawn from our own networks, 
to create the initial universe from 
which we begin screening. 
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Our intention is to create the widest 
possible opportunity set of managers, 
regardless of size, geographical location 
or available vehicles. Talent and  
opportunities, globally. We then use 
Style Analytics and MSCI ESG Manager 
to analyse portfolio holdings.

 



Floor 6 One Angel Court 
London EC2R7HJ 
+44 (0)20 7250 3331 
info@redington.co.uk

redington.co.uk

DISCLAIMER
The information contained herein was obtained 
from various sources. No representation, warranty, 
guarantee or other assurance, express, implied or 
statutory, (including, without limitation, as to the 
accuracy or completeness, the inclusion or 
omission of any facts or information, or as to the 
suitability, sufficiency or appropriateness of the 
information), is made by Redington Limited 
regarding this document. Neither Redington 
Limited, nor any other person, accepts any liability 
whatsoever for any direct or indirect loss arising 
from any use of or reliance on this document or 
the information contained herein.

This document is for your private information and 
is for discussion purposes only. A variety of market 
factors and assumptions may affect this analysis, 
and this analysis does not reflect all possible loss 
scenarios. There is no certainty that the 
parameters and assumptions used in this analysis 
can be duplicated with actual trades. This 
document is based on data/information available 
to Redington Limited at the date of publication 
and takes no account of subsequent developments 
after that date. Any historical exchange rates, 
interest rates or other reference rates or prices 
which may appear above are not necessarily 
indicative of future exchange rates, interest rates, 
or other reference rates or prices. Neither the 
information, recommendations or opinions 
expressed herein constitutes an offer to buy or sell 
any securities, futures, options, or investment 
products on your behalf. Unless otherwise stated, 
any pricing information in this document is 

indicative only, is subject to change and is not an 
offer to transact. Where relevant, the price quoted 
is exclusive of tax and delivery costs. Any 
reference to the terms of executed transactions 
should be treated as preliminary and subject to 
further due diligence.

Redington Limited does not advise on all the 
implications of the transactions described herein. 
Prior to undertaking any trade, you should also 
discuss with your professional, tax, accounting 
and/or other relevant advisers how such particular 
trade(s) affect you. All analysis (whether in respect 
of tax, accounting, law or of any other nature) 
should be treated as illustrative only and not relied 
upon as accurate. This document is not intended 
by Redington Limited to form a basis of any 
decision by you or a third party to do or omit  
to do anything.

©Redington Limited 2017. All rights reserved.  
No reproduction, copy, transmission or translation 
in whole or in part of this document may be made 
without permission. Application for permission 
should be made to Redington Limited at the 
following address – Floor 6, One Angel Court, 
London, EC2R 7HJ. Redington Limited 
(06660006) is a company authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and 
is registered in England and Wales. Registered 
office: 55 Baker Street, London, W1U 7EU.
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